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Abstract

Quantitative imaging of MPD flowfields was environment of arc discharge has kept us
made by disturbance-free measurements such from viewing and even diagnosing discharge
as magnetic sensitive film for current, CCD region. Furthermore, the experimentalists
images with interference filters for were always annoyed at the tedious
electron temperature, and far infrared procedure of surveying plasma properties by
Mach-Zehnder interferometry for plasma repeating point-to-point probing over the
density. Distinct cathode jet accompanying entire flowfield. Those methods inherently
a current concentrated at cathode-tip was assume the reproducibility of discharge
observed in molecular propellant, hydrogen, patterns without shot-by-shot variation.
and such wall-detaching plasma confinement
inside the self-induced magnetic field was
found to be very effective on thruster
performance improvements. Ion-neutral CuAnode 1 - 3
momentum coupling in atomic propellant,
argon, seems to explain many mysterious
behaviors of thruster performances such as
dependence on mass flow rate, and N-shaped
transition in thrust efficiency versus BN nsulator
specific impulse characteristics. These
real gas effects together with 56mm
interelectrode geometry determine theCa -
thruster performance and its flow
characteristics.

1. INTRODUCTION 5 6 78 01311415 16

Recent progresses on MPD flowfield analyses
seem to give appropriate insight of actual Fig. 1: Multi-channel two-dimensional MPD
phenomena invoked inside the discharge arcjet.
region. 3  Many investigators are trying
to construct their own poly-dimensional
flowfield models, however, such As previously reported, a 2-dimensional MPD
experimental data do not exist carrying arcjet was fabricated and tested to find
satisfactory objectivity. One of the most similar thrust performance with
serious problems to conduct such conventional coaxial MPD arcjet. 4  This
measurements is the flow disturbance caused device facilitates optical access to the
by probe insertion. The hostile discharge region because the discharge

chamber resembles to a test-section of
Table 1 Research scenario of MPD thruster. supersonic wind-tunnel.

START Our final goal for complete understandings
of MPD flowfields will be the determination

I of a few key parameters effecting flow
EXEENTL SOTARE patterns, which in turn correlate to the

PAMETRS MOIG design guidelines for MPD thrusters. But
the essential information concerning MPD

* flowfields are masked due to the
DAGNOC CAUjATON aforementioned reasons yet. Table 1

INFOCWICN RESULT depicts our scenario for establishing
useful model of the flowfield. Hence, our
first task is to obtain intuitive
comprehension of the flowfield as a whole.
The quantitative imaging of MPD flowfields

No I will give us what parameter is strongly
linked to the thruster performance and the
flowfield characteristics. These results
are incorporated to preliminary modeling of

DESIN GUIDENES  the flowfield analysis and modified via the
MPD TR examination of actual flow patterns.

TConsequently recurrent practice of this
procedure will finally create an

END engineering tool for designing MPD
thrusters. In this study as the first

* Graduate Student, University of Tokyo step, distributions of current contour,
** Associate Professor, Member AIAA/JSASS plasma density, and electron temperature
+ Professor, Associate Fellow AIAA/ were obtained employing multi-point

Director JSASS simultaneous measurement of the flowfield.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE to the conventional coaxial MPD
thruster(Fig. 3). The flared configuration

Figure 1 shows the 2-dimensional multi- shows better thrust efficiency than
channel arcjet. This device consists of straight configuration for both hydrogen
16 independent discharge-electrode channels and argon propellant. The thruster
so as to avoid localization of arc spots performance for hydrogen propellant is
which have been frequegtly observed in non- superior to argon and shows no dependence
segmented electrodes. Uniform discharge on mass flow rate. The thrust efficiency
was confirmed by independent pulse forming of argon propellant strongly depends on the
network for each channel as described in mass flow rate. It is quite interesting
previous report. This MPD arcjet is that the specific impulse (roughly equal to
operated in 500 usec quasi-steady mode with the exhaust velocity) dominates the flow
mass flow rates of 0.625, 1.25, and 2.5 characteristics. For example the 2-
g/sec for argon and hydrogen propellant. dimensional MPD arcjet encounters onset
As the geometrical parameter, the 2- phenomena at the same Isp as the
dimensional MPD arcjet has two conventional coaxial one, although their
configurations; one is flared anode with J /rh arameters are far different each
short cathode (Flared configuration), and other.
the other is straight anode with long
cathode (Straight configuration)(Fig. 2). The current contour was measured by
The cathodes are made of 2% thoriated magnetic sensitive film which is a thin
tungsten and the anodes are made of copper. film with micro encapsulated iron needles.
The interelectrode insulators are made of The magnetic field strength perpendicular
boron nitride. The vacuum chamber with to the film can be evaluated from darkness
dimensions of 0.8 m in diameter and 2.4 _ pattern appeared on this film when the
in length is kept less than 6 mPa (5x10 degree of darkness is calibrated by known
torr) before each firing. The discharge magnetic field strength such as the induced
current ranges from 8 to 16 kA. In this field around a current conducting wire.
operating range the 2-dimensional MPD This film was covered by 1 mm thickness
arcjet exhibits similar thrust performance quartz glasses and inserted into the

spacing of discharge channels. Figure 4
41mm 11mm shows a typical example of the measurement.

200. H2, FLARED

GSGAS

a) Magnetic Sensitive b) Processed Image

STRAIGHT FLARED Film

Fig. 2: Straight configuration with long Fig. 4: Measurement of current conduction
cathode, and flared configuration pattern by magnetic sensitive film.
with short cathode.

0 7- The darkness pattern was analyzed by image
SAr H processor. When the two dimensionality is

30- Ar H2  E) fulfilled to neglect the parallel componentA A FLARD ' to the observational plane, following
* O STRAIGHT ./.$ equation,

20020 0.625-2.5 /sec VB VxB = 0 (1)
15- J=8-16kA A

is always true. Using Maxwell's relation
o of induced magnetic field, B and current

9- / /density, j, VxB = U0j, Eq. (1) is rewritten
.8 as

6 A VB • j = 0 (2)

S5 - A-A, m 91sSe . -- 2.5 n the other hand, a tangential line dl on

~ --- 1 the scalar B-field contour can be expressed
* ~ as

3.- / * - 0.625

/ = VB * dl = 0 (3)

.2 .3 .4 .5.6 .7.8.9 1 2 3 4 5 6
SPECIFIC IMPULSE, x10 3 sec From Eqs. 2 and 3,

Fig. 3: Thrust performance data of 2- j = a * dl (a: arbitrary scalar) (4)
dimensional MPD arcjet.
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a) Apparatus for Mach-Zehnder b) Observed Fringe c) Plasma Distribution
Interferometry

Fig. 5: Measurement of plasma density by COi 10.6 um laser Mach-Zehnder
interferometry. Crosshatched area is out o test section.

is valid insofar as the j has no component Eq. (6).
in the perpendicular direction of the
observational plane. Iki = gk - hvLnexp(- E) (6)

4 - U kT
Plasma density, especially the electron
density distribution was measured by Mach- Here Iki: spectrum intensity, Aki:
Zehnder interferometry. The measurement transition probability, v: light frequency,
system is shown in Fig. 5. Because of the Ek: energy of the k-th quantum level, Te
low density of plasma about 10' m- with electron temperature, k: Boltzmann constant
optical path length of 7 cm, CO2  laser and h: Planck constant. This method is a
interferometry was required to obtain 0.5 well-known technique as 5elative intensity
fringe shift. The phase shift caused by method of spectroscopy. Two images with
electrons in cold plasma is written by different interference filters are stored

and computed by an image processor with 256
p XLen 

x  256 image memories to display electron
dp = 4mLe (5) temperature distribution for CCD pixels

e array. A typical electron temperature
distribution is shown in Fig. 6. Since

considering that ion plasma frequency is this method is strongly dependent on the
much lower than electron plasma frequency LTE conditions of plasma, it is not always
and that effect of magnetic field in the valid in case of very high current or very
wave propagation direction is negligible, high neutral density region where the
The electron density can be evaluated from anomalous excitation or poor plasma density
this equation. Here, dp: phase shift, u0: deviates the plasma from equilibrium
permeability in vacuum, X: wave length of condition.
laser, L: plasma width, e: electronic
charge, n : electron density, me: electron INTEFlRENCE
mass. T e contribution of atomic and

Eq. (5), however, calculated refractive LA
SER  T

index resulted in negligible contribution vCUWTANK ic M
of 0.1 fringe shift for hydrogen atom and I -S i
0.02 fringe shift for argon atom and poEss
hydrogen molecule. 6  A Lumonics TEA CO
laser with 10.6 um was oriented through TV comrl
germanium window to the vacuum chamber a) Apparatus for Electron Temperature
after a bending mirror and a cylindrical Measurement eV
beam expander. Major optical frame was . . . . .
constructed inside the vacuum chamber in .... .....' . 2.5
order to reduce arm length because .Ar, FLARED 25'
diffraction around the object and natural ''''-2.1
divergence of laser beam. The fringe was 1
recorded on a liquid crystal film which is .
sensitive to infrared wave-length showing .1.5
fringe patterns as color reflection. "
Figure 5 shows a typical example of the 1.2
interferogram. 1 - 0.9

The electron temperature distribution was _ 0.6
measured by a CCD camera through two *. * 0.3
different interference filters. When the ....
partial/complete local thermodynamic .'..*.*. . *.*.*'.. . •.- . 0.0
equilibrium (LTE) is reached in the
discharge region, line spectrum intensity b) Electron Temperature Distribution
complies with Boltzmann equation and hence
the two different energy levels of ions or Fig. 6: Measurement of electron
atoms in the same ionization state emit temperature by CCD camera with
correlated light intensities with exponent different interference filters.
of the electron temperature as expressed by
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS STRAIGHT FLARED 21 m-3

3.1 Current Distribution 7.

Current contours are shown in Fig. 7. It : :
is obviously noticed that hydrogen
propellant forms very strong current 3
concentration at the cathode tip. More 2.
than 50 % of the discharge current flows . 2.7
cathode downstream and creates horn-shaped 1
self-induced magnetic field, especially in , 0.9
case of flared configuration. For flared Ar, Isp 620 sec Ar, Isp 850 sec 0.0
configuration, the current path is almost
involved inside the discharge chamber,
while it extends outside the discharge
chamber for parallel configuration. The ......
difference of thrust performance between
the flared and straight configurations for
hydrogen seems to come from these current
conduction patterns. It is expected that -
the plasma is accelerated by
electromagnetic force to more preferable Isp =1,900 sc H2 Isp 2100 sec
direction, i.e. the thruster axis in flared 1900 sec 2 2100 sec
configuration than the straight
configuration. Fig. 8: Plasma density distributions (J=12

kA, m=1.25 g/sec). Crosshatched
area is out of test section.STRAIGHT FLARED

propellant and the electron density is
equivalent to the plasma density. For
hydrogen propella , high plasma density

- ^ region of near 10 m is formed at the
cathode tip and its distribution is wider

_in straight configuration than the flared
Ar, Isp = 620 sec Ar, Isp = 850 sec configuration. This fact correlates with a

current concentrated at cathode-tip. In
the flared configuration, the cathode-tip
current flows almost parallel to the
thruster axis to pinch the plasma inside
the self-induced magnetic nozzle, whereas

Sthe straight configuration fails to confine
the plasma due to relatively weak
concentration of current.

H2' Isp 1,900 sec H2 Isp 2,100 sec For argon propellant, the plasma showed
much wider distribution a few 10 m over

Fig. 7: Current conduction patterns (J=12 the discharge region corresponding to the
kA, m=1.25 g/sec). current conduction pattern. It is of

interest that the dense plasma appears as
fan-shaped distribution of which center is
cathode root for both straight and flared

On the other hand, argon propellant does configurations. The real gas effect
not form distinct cathode tip current for related to the ionization effect may
both flared and straight configurations, explain the rapid increase of plasma
More than 50 % of the discharge current density near the cold gas inlet. Such
conducts into cathode barrel, and is skewed rapid ionization is almost impossible in
in the vicinity of the cathode surface, molecular propellapt because of the stage
This tendency has significant effect on the for dissociation. In general, argon
electromagnetic acceleration for straight plasma distributes over the interelectrode
configuration, because most of the plasma region without forming a pinched column,
is forced to collide with cathode surface and hence the plasma is suffered from
before leaving the acceleration region. inevitable interference with the solid
For flared configuration with short walls. Such condition leads to plasma
cathode, current conduction pattern does momentum loss during, acceleration and
not seem to make serious interference of results in low thrust performance.
electromagnetic force with the cathode
wall. These difference may play an Consequently, hydrogen propellant is able
important role to determine the thrust to possess a cathode jet which is now
performance of argon propellant, defined as pinched plasma region

accompanying high cathode-tip current. On
the contrary, argon propellant rarely
possesses cathode jet and the plasma flow

3.2 PLASMA DENSITY DISTRIBUTION is induced by skewed current conduction
pattern to form a sort of stagnation region

Figure 8 shows the plasma density variation at the cathode tip, which consists of dense
calculated by image processor through plasma without accompanying high current.
fringe shifts of far infrared laser It should be concluded that the formation
interferogram as described earlier. In the of pinched plasma at the cathode tip
previous spectroscopic measurement, doubly improves the thruster performances.
ionized atom does not exist for argon
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3.3 ELECTRON TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION the participation of neutrals in the
acceleration field enhances the propellant
utilization of the thruster. This

Figure 9 exhibits the electron temperature situation resembles turbo-fan effect in jet
distribution. For hydrogen propellant, engines, however, another merit increasing
most of the interelectrode region is effective mass flow should be the reduction
occupied by an electron temperature of 0.3 of back-EMF due to lowering the averaged
eV which corresponds to the dissociation exhaust velocity of plasma. As seen in
temperature of hydrogen. In the cathode Fig. 8, argon propellant is fully ionized
jet relatively high temperature of 0.8 ev in the discharge region and hence the above
is observed for both flared and straight process is very sensitive to the neutral
configurations due to strong heating by density, i.e. the mass flow rate. Hydrogen
current conduction. In the upstream region propellant is very weakly ionized, far less
high temperature electrons exist. This may than 10 % degree of ionization and the ion
be due to the diffusion of energetic neutral momentum coupling is insensitive to
electrons from magnetic nozzle, the mass flow rate.

For argon propellant, high temperature
region of about 2 eV are observed in the
upstream part and the cathode tip region in .....
the flared configuration. The former :..::::- * : : ....
corresponds to the ionization front of the .v....... .--..
cold flow, and the latter is attributed to
the stagnation compression as described in
the preceding section.

STRAIGHT FLARED V m = 0.625 g/s = 1.25 g/s

2.1

Ar, Isp = 620 sec Ar, Isp = 850 sec
1.5 m"2___'_'t = 2.5 g/s

1.2

1.05

'7 S different Ar mass flow rates (J=12
* okA). Crosshatched area is out of

aO45 test section.

0.0

3.4.2 N-shaped Transition
H2 , Isp = 1,900 sec H2, Isp = 2,100 sec -

One of the most mysterious behaviors of
Fig. 9: Electron temperature distribution thrust performances is so-called N-shaped

(J=12 kA, m=1.25 g/sec). transition found in the characteristics of
thrust efficiency versus specific impulse
which was frequently observed with

3.4 Ion-Neutral Momentum Coupling increasing discharge current for argon
propellant. Such a distinct change should

3.4.1 Thrust Performance Dependence on be correlated with the change of the plasma

distribution. Figure 11 shows the
It must be noticed that the thrust variation of plasma density distribution as
efficiency of argon propellant strongly increasing discharge current. As described
depends on the mass flow rate but that of earlier, the plasma density distributes
hydrogen does not reveal such dependence over the interelectrode region with a fan-
(see Fig. 4). Figure 10 shows the plasma shape, of which center is the cathode root.
density distribution for different mass However, the most dense plasma region
flow rates and it is found that there is no progresses toward the upstream region with
noticeable change in them. This strange increasing current. This change occurring
contradiction between the thrust inside the discharge chamber coincides with
performance and the flow characteristics the N-shaped transition of thrust
can be explained by a hypothesis of ion- efficiency very well. Moreover the
neutral momentum coupling. In this region transition seems to cease when the dense
the mean free path for momentum transfer plasma region completely fills the
fodron- eutral is less than 1 mm assumin interelectrode space. Similar upstream
(10 m. density for heavy particles. shift was also observed in the current
Thus the ions accelerated by conduction patterns. These experimental
electromagnetic force can easily transfer data again suggest that the ion-neutral
their momentum to the airborne neutrals, momentum coupling dominates the phenomenon.
Such phenomenon successively occurs until When the discharge current is small and
the velocities of ions and neutrals argon neutrals are still abundant, ions
eventually become the same. Consequently accelerated by electromagnetic force can be
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coupled with neutrals tending to share Ion-neutral momentum coupling is suggested
common momentum with each other. When the as favorable cause of performance
current is increased to ionize all the improvements because it raises propellant
propellant, the ion-neutral coupling utilization efficiency and lowers back-EMF.
disappears, and thrust efficiency is Furthermore such coupling in the discharge
lowered. region can interpret many of mysterious

behaviors of thruster performances in a
self-consist manner. An N-shaped transition
of thrust efficiency with increasing
specific impulse attributes to the
disappearance of neutrals due to full
ionization when increasing current. The
dependence of mass flow rate of thrust
efficiency for argon was explained in a

S.similar manner. In that case, neutral
population directly dominates the

J = 8 kA J = 12 kA occurrence of the ion-neutral coupling.

9 *A nigcl /
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